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Abstracfi In this paper we discuss tavel behavior of nral residents, particularly the city visit
behavior of their discretionary trips. A simple conceptual model is proposed. A simulation sudy
shows that the times of city visits on holidays depend on individual preference rather than the

distance between the city and the village, and on both individual preference and the distance on

working days. Actual investigation is executed by two tavel diary surueys of 240 persons for
seven consecutive days in a mountain area of Shikoku Island, Japan. It is found that 94Yo of
households visit the city Matsuyam4 consuming more than two hours drive in the round tip, at

least once a week to get better goods or services, and their average number of hips is close to that

of wban residents. Discrimination analyses between city visitors and those who remain in the

village generally support the simulation results.

Key Words: rural trarlspoft, travel behavior, travel diary survey

I.INTRODUCTION

Road invesunent projects should generally be assessed by cost benefit analysis from the viewpoint
of national efEciency. The benefi* are usually meastued in terms of users' travel time saving,

vehicle operating cost saving and traffic safety benefits. The amount of these benefits relies heavily

on the traffic volume projected on the plarured road. Then the indices of cost benefit analysis

always remain small in nral areas where taffic generation density is much lower. On the other

hand, it is also desirable to correct the regional unbalance and to meet nanual minimwns in terms

of faimess through ttre expected effects of a road project from the interregional equity viewpoint
(SGRIE 2000). The effects of the project have various and intensive impacts on people living along

the road. Such effects may have to be evaluared in a different way fiom uaditional cost benefit

analysis. Accordingly, we must firlly understand the impact of effects on residents through their

travel behavior studies to discuss the efficiency and equity problem ofrural area road investrnents.

However, nral trarsports takes second place to urban uansport in many counties, with much less
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being written about it (Sharon and Gordon 1998). Much of travel behavior analyses have been

conducted in urban areas while such studies arc not seen in ruml areas as far as the authors know

@owman and Ben-Akiva 2001).

In this paper we try to understand travel behavior of rural residents, particularly their city visit

behavior. Here, it is assumed that n:ral residents have the identical preference inclination to that of
urban residents. The main characteristics ofthe rural area are the lack ofenough quality facilities to

supply better goods and/or services indispensable for their daily lives. These places are located in

remote distance from cities.

A simple conceptual model that allocates residents' discretionary time to crty stay and thek home

village stay on every day in a week is presented in Section 2. Travel diary surveys are executed in

a mountain area of Japan where one town and three villages are located. These suweys and results

investigated are shown in Section 3. The conclusion and the future works are shou'n in section 4.

2. DISCRETIONARY TIME CONSUMPTION ALLOCATION BETWEEN A CITY
AND A MOUNTAIN AREA

2.1 Anatysis of Travel Behavior and Time Consumption

The studies to understand people's tavel behavior focusing on the relalionships between activities

pursued and the time consumption or monetary consumption for them started in the 1960s (Becke4

1965, De Serpa 1971). The successors of these studies have improved the model with regard to

measuement (K$an 1996, Fujii et al. 1999). But time itself has not always been treated

real.istically in their snrdies. The time constaint is not represented on each day but as a mass over

days even if the range of time covers a week or a month.

Some scholars have insisted that peoples' travel behavior depends on the time cycle of a day or a

week. Kitamura (1984) developed a simple time allocation model for a day. The model is based on

the consumers' utitity marimizing theory subject to the time constaint on a day. There have been

many tavel demand studies both theoretical and empirical @owman and Ben-Akiba 2001).

However, there are fewer studies about tavel behavior in a week's length of time. One reason is

the difficr:lty in making models. We have to intoduc€ a dynamic theory into the model or at least

some devices to consider some dynamic aspects of week long tavel behavior. Another reason is

the awkivardness of the corresponding surveys. We need at least one weel<. long consecutive travel

diary data and it puts considerable burden on the respondents. Hirsh et. ai. (1986) presented a

dl,namic scheduling model. They found some interesting chamcteristics of drnamic travel behavior

by an empirical examination of shopping behavior but their model itself is abstract. l{ere, we

preseff a utility maximizing model of a mountain area resident by time allocation between city stay

and village stay subject to the time constaint on every day in a week.

2.2 Discretionary Time Allocation Model in a week

(a) Premise
Consider the question "How often do mountain residents visit the city to consume their

discretionary time in a week and how Iong do they stay there on each day in a week?" Here, we

propose a conceptual model to answer the question.
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Suppose a resident wtro is living and working in a srnall village located in a mountain area. The

resident has five consecutive working days and two holidays at weekend as do usual salaried

workers. Hisftrer village is denoted i. The service levels of daily life facilities are insufficient for
hiVher f,rli needs. It is aszumed too that there are some villages in the mountain area but the service

levels of facilities in each village are identical. Then ifthe resident finds facilities unsatisfactory in
his/trer village he/she has to visit a cif where he/she can consume every kind of senices and goods

needed. The city is denotedT and the distance between the cityj and the village i is represented by

tr. Of course, the resident can get some fundamental goods and services in hiVher village without
the burden of travel, or can enjoy his/trer leisure time at home or in the neighborhood. Suppose the

magnitude of activities is simply measured by the volume of time corsumption. Then, the resident

needs discretionary time consumption at both places. Representing ttre levei of utilit-v caused by

time consumption at both piaces using the volume of staying time at /i and 4, his/her utility firnction

U is shown below:

g = 1t,)" (t,)P ,

where o and 0 areweightingparameter, o+0=1.

The amount of available time for discretionary activities is limited. The one for each working day is

denoted as 7,, and that for a holiday 1'r. Usually ?', is much Ionger than 7L. It is assumed that the

resident can visil a city at most once in a day including holidays. The model is discussed for
working days and holidays.

(b) Model forworking days
Let us consider the working day ,t Denoting the volume of time consumption for discretionary

activities in the city w| and that in a village rt, ttre utility firnction U* is shown below:

u =@:)"(wl)p. (2)

Assume the resident visits the city on the & th working day. Time constraint on the day is shown

below:

wj +wf +2t, <7,. (3)

Maximizing d subject to the constraint (3), the following equations are obtained:

wj = a(7, - 2t ), (4)

w! = p1T, -2t,,), (5)

Uk = a" BP (7. -2t). (6)

However, it is natural to doubt whether the resident will visit the city if it is located too far away
compared to the amount of hiVher time budget. Here, we intoduce the assurnpticn of an lrnaginary

time consumption utility on the day. Suppose the resident does not visit the city actually. The level

of utility measured by equation (2) would be zero because the amount of ciry' saying time is zero.

Then we assume that the resident originally intended to visit the city but he/she postpones the visit
until a holiday in the weekend, Sanuday. When the resident achnlly executes the city visit on the

holiday, the deducted utility term from Saturday to the working day is represented by the follou,ing
term:

d(T* -2tr)" e-tt6-k) ,

(1)
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where y is discount rate per day, The term is called an imaginary utility since the city visit is not

acnralized on the working day, but the level of utility is measured using this term. In this case the

resident can consume the entire of & in the village. Then the level of utility on the I ttr working
day is shown as follow:

(JL = q" (7, -2lo)" e-t$-k)71 . 0)
Summarizing the discussior; it is assrirned that the resident has two options. One is to execute the

city visit on a working day. Then the level of utility is represented by (6). Another is to postpone

his/her city visit plan to Saturday. Then the level ofutility on 0re working day is represented by (7).

Denoting the city visit on the I th working My by h= 1, and only staying in the village by Y*: 0,

his/her city visit plan for five working days is represented a 0-1 Integer vector,

'Y= (Yr,Yz,YtYt,Y) (8)

HiVher utility over time working days are shown as follows:
5.

UA)=i t a" BP(7,-2t) yk +a"(T* -2ti)" e1G-k)rlO-yri (9)

The number of Jir" ,n" city is as follows:
J

zZYr'

t.l rvroajf fo, holidays
The amourt of ciry staying time to be transferred to the fint holiday, Satwday is shown as follows:

5

zoQ*-2tr)(t-Y*).

U.r. it il assumed that the resident can make a plan to allocate the amount of fwo days

discretionary time between city visit and village stay while hdshe must keep each day time budget

consnaint. Denoting the amount of city staying time on Sahuday and Sunday by eti and, e2i

respectively and that of the village staying time by eti and e2, ,frte utility function for discretionary
activities on holidays is shown as follows:

.5

u' = { r) * ri -Z a (7" -zt,)(r-yr) \' { el + ei lP

The time budget consrainlr'*" rno"^ 
^ 

follows:

et, + e', sT" -2t, (r'i , 0),

e', + el <7" -2t, @j , o),

(10)

(11)

(12)

(13)

(r4)

e', =7"

el =7"

t4 =ol,

@1 =a) '

There are four possible conditions to be examined to obtain the optimal solution of the equation
(10)-(r4).

(i) e)>0, ,j2o and e] >0, ef >0,

tii = a" PP l2(7" - 2t,) - ma(T* - il )1,
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where ,,,=iO-rl.

The number of trips is four in this case.

1ii) e)>0, el>O ana ,i =0, e? =7,,

(li = a" FP br, - 2t, - ma(T* - 2t,j)\ ,

The number of trips is turo in this case.

(11i) et., =7" -2t, el = 0 and ej = 0 ,el =7,,

Ui =V"-2t, -ma(T* -2t)W,lP

The number of tips is trvo in this case.

(iv) e) = T,-Zt, e] =0 *d 4 r0,4 >0.

The value of utility and the number of trips are identical to that of the case (i).

Then the maximal utility value generated by a resident's discretionary time allocation plan between

a city and a village over a week is shown as below:

max[U (Y)+max{U rU z, U s, U I J .

2.3 Numerical Simulation

A numerical simulation using 71, = 4 hours, T" = 12 hotus, is executed varying the value of a
from 0.1 to 0.9 by 0.1 and r, from 10 minutes to 110 minutes. Figrre 1 shows the time corsumption
patterns on holidays by the value of a and 11. It is seen that the time consumption pattern

caiculated depends on the value of a rather than the distance between the city and the village.

Residents living in villages over all distances visit the city one day and stay for some shorter time

smaller *ran or equal to th6 whole amount of available time on a holiday when the value of a is

smaller equal to 0.3. On the other hand" they visit the crty for two days regardless of the distance

between the city and the village when the value of a is larger than or equal to 0.7. When the

value of a lies in a range hom 0.4 to 0.6 residents living in most villages chose a plan to stay one

day in the city consuming the entire available time of the day and another day in their village for
the entire hoiiday. Figure 2 shows the times of city visit on working days by the value of a and tr.

It is apparent ttnt they visit many times when the value of a is larger. The times of city visit
decrease as the distance between the city and the village becomes larger for most of the range of
a value. Thus, their city vrsit behavior depends on the distance from the city on working days but

not on holidays. It is supposed that the difference is caused by the amount ofavailable discretionary

time in a day. It is shorter on working days and their behavior is a{fected by the travel time needed

for a city visit. On the contary, discretionary time is much longer on holidays and their behavior is
not suongly affected.

3. A SURVEY IN A ITIOLINTAIN AREAAI\D II{VESTIGATION RESULTS

(l 6)

(11)

(18)
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Figure 1. The time consumption pattern on holidays.

Figure 2. The times of city visit on working days.
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3.1 Study Area

fhe snrdy area is shown in Figue 3. There arc four municipalities. Kuma town, Mikawa

village,Yanadani village and Omogo village. They are located in a mountain area of the cental

Shikoku Island in Japan. Kuma town is about 34km far from Matsuyama, a major city in Shikoku

with population of 470 thousand. It takes 54 minutes from Matsuyama to Kuma (Road time table

2000). It takes longer than expected considering that the average speed in rural area is usually faster

than in the crty. This is because a steep path, 714m at the highest point between Matsuyama and

Kum4 burdens drivers with its winding drive. The ttree 'dllages are farther than Kuma Mikawa is

46km from Matsuyama and takes 70 minutes, Yanadani is 55km, 80 minutes and Omogo 62km,
glminutes. The entire population of the study area was 12,779 n 1995 and the total area 583.7 kn2

The average population density is 22-people/ km2 and this number is about one fifteefth of the

national average 3 32-people/ km2.

\a
Matsuyama \
city center

Matsuyama
metropolitan area

0 l0lir

Figure3. Studyarea

The population has decreased in the area by 13.4% from 1985 to 1995 while thc national

population has increased 3.7% in the term. The rate of elder people (over 65 years old) to the whole

population is 31.9% in the area while the national rate is 14.5%. The proportion of workers by

industy is26.3% in agriculture, 6.1%'n forestry, 14.5%n constuction and5.3%o in govemment

in the snrdy area. These nurnbers exceed those ofthe nation 53% n agriculture, 0.l%n forestry,

10.3% in construction, 3.4% n government. Thus the study area is less densely populated,

depopulated and economically inferior. These demographic characteristics are quite common in

Japanese mountainous areas.

The rate of commuters to Matsuyama city to all the workers living in these municipalities is 4.3%

for Kuma and2.|Yo for Mikawa. The rate in Yanadani or Omogo is too small to be reported in the
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National Census. The study area is judged to be located out of Matsuyama metropolitan area
considering these numbers.

3.2 Travel Behavior Survey

Travel Behavior Surveys arp executed in the sfudy area using an ordinary travel diary method. One
survey was done for 60 households, 120 adult persons, working in Kwna from May 20th to 26e in
1999. Another survey was done for the workers in three villages of Omogo, Yanadani, and
Mikawa. 20 households, 40 adult persons at each village are chosen and their tavel behavior from
October 20s to 26e in 2000 is investigated. The housiholds suveyed are needed to have at least
two adult persons. Actually, we asked local government workers of these municipalities to record
their travel diary with their partners. In this snrdy we astume mrd residenls have the identical
preference inclination to that of urban residents. Therefore, we intended to investigate travel
behavior of active people who have an inclination to keep their living standards up to *re same
level as that of people living in cities while they are actually living in a remote mountain area. We
focused our main survey respondents on younger employees and local government offices have
mostly young employees concentrated work places in the snrdy area. Table I shows the number of
effective respondents by age and occupation. These proportions are quite different from those ofall
residents in the study area. The number of effective samples is 59 households, 116 respondents for
Kuma data and 60 households, 117 respondents forthe three village data.

Table 1 .The number ofefGctive respondents by age and occupation.

age -29 30-39 40-49 50- total
Kuma JJ 37 25 2t 116
Mikawa 7 11 12 i0 40
Yanadani 4 5 18 12 39
Omogo 9 9 12 8 38
total 53 62 67 5t 233

occupation company govemment organization part time independent
employee employee employee employee

Kuma 12 61 4 10 6
Mikawa 6 20 2 2 I
Yanadani 9 9 6 2 5
Omogo 8 20 0 2 2
total 35 110 t2 16 14

farmer house wife total
Kuma 3 20 116
Mikawa I 8 40
YanadarLi I 1 39
Omogo 2 4 38
total 7 39 233

3.3 Outline of Survey Data
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The total number of tips is 3,328 for Kurna data and 3$51 for the three villages d4ta. The average

number of trips per day of each respondent is 4.07 for Kuma data and 4.30 for the three villages

data. These numbers are similar to that of Masuyama city residents, 4.02 investigated by the same

kind of tavel diary sunrey in 1999 (Kashiwadani, 2000). Thus, the basic characteristic of tip
generation to pursue daily activities of residents in the mountain area is dmost identical to that of
city residents.

Hereafter we discuss tour data instead of tip dalalo amlyzs city visit behavior of respondents. A
tour is a chain of consecutive trips which starts from a tip home base and ends there. The tours of
respondents are classffied into crty visit and inside visit according to the location of the main

destination of a tour. A tour is judged to be a city visit when the main destination is located in
Matsuyama metropolitan area or other municipalities outside of the study area and to an inside visit

when it is located irside of the study area- Matsuyama metopolitan area is composed of
Matsuyama city and the connected municipalities. Actually 305 tours to outside of the study area

are observed excluding business rips. The main destinations of288 ofthese tours arc located in '

Matsuyama metopolian area. The destinations of 9 totns of the remaining of 17 tours are located

farther away tlran Matsuyama city and respondents have to go though Matsrryama city to arrive

there. Therefore, the number of tours *trose destination has no relation to Matsuyama metopolitan
area is only 8,2.6% of observed city visit tours. These 305 tours are all regarded as city visits

because we considered that they go outside the study area due to dissatisfaction with facilities in the

area

Examining the data in terms of household unit, almost every household visits Matsuyama

metropolitan area for shopping, amusement, or personal business at least once a week. The number

is 55 of the 59 households in Kuma 18 of the 20 households in Mikawa, 19 of the 20 households

in Yanadani and all 20 households in Omogo. Thus, it is indispensable for the most households in
the mountain area to visit Matsuyama meEopolitan area at least once a week to accomplish their
daily lives even if their residences are farttrer away from the city.

The average number of city visit toun by age is 1.79 for respondents less equal to 29, I .39 for
3G.39, 1.04 for 4049, and 0.78 for more equal to fifty years old respectively. It is seerned that
younger respondents visit eity more times than older respondents. 33 of 53 respondents less equal

to 29 are single and their average number ofcity visit tours is 1.73. The other 20 respondenls are

married and their average number of city visit tours is 1.90. Most respondents more than thirty
years old are manied. Thus, age is an important demographic character for the average number of
city visii but the condition of manied or single dose not effect the nurnber. The alerage number of
city visit tours by occupation is 1.35 for firll time workers, 0.81 for paft time workers, 0.95 for
independent and farmers, and 1.54 for house keeping wives. House keeping wives visit city more

often than other occr.qpation respondents. They often visit with husbands on holidays and

sometines do by themselves on weekdays. The results suggest that they liave rnore discretional

time to their disposal.

3.4 City Visit Behavior of Employees

We are interested at city visit travel behavior of respondents on working days and holidays

respectively. But it is difficult to make exact distinctions between working days and holidays as for
part time workers, independent and farmers, and house keeping wives. Then employee worker
respondents are chosen from all respondents to investigate off work discretiona,a ravel behavior

both on working days and holidays. They are firll time workers employed by Iocal governments,
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private companies and local public organizations. The total nurnber of employee reqpondents is

157. Table 2 shows the number of respondents by the number of holidays and the number of city
visits on holidays. Acnrally some of them have more than nrro holidays in the week surveyed but

they are classified into trpo days. The rate of city visitors to the whole respondents by municipality
is 0.808 for Kum4 0.708 for Mikaw4 0.625 for Yanadani and 0.846 for Omogo except the

respondents who have no holiday in the week suweyed. These numbers are rather different among
municipalities. The number of Yanadani looks smaller while that of Omogo larger in spite of its
farther disance. However, the average rate of city visit times to the total nurnber of holidays is
0.624 for Kuma, 0.571 for Mikaw4 0.512 for Yanadani and 0.583 for Ornogo. These numbers are

generally similar except for Yanadani. Table 3 shows age distribution of employee respondents.

The rate for those more t}um forry years old is 0.342 for Kuma, 0.516 for Mikawa, 0.666 for
Yanadani and 0.500 for Omogo. It is suggested th,at the rate of city visitors or the average city visit
times depends on demographic characteristics rather than geographical distances.

Table 2. The number of employee respondents by number of holidays and city visits on holidays

No. of holidays 2 2 2 I I 0 total
No. of city visits 2 I 0 I 0 0

Kuma 24 31 5 4 9 I 74

Mikawa t0 10 ) 2 4 0 31

Yanadani 6 6 5 ) 4 0 24

Omogo 6 13 3 3 I 2 28

total 46 60 18 t2 18 J t57

Table 3. Age distribution of employee respondents

age -29 30-39 4049 50- total
Kuma 26 23 19 6 74

Mikawa 7 8 8 8 31

Yanadani 4 4 l0 6 24

Omogo 8 6 8 6 28

Total 45 4l 45 26 157

Table 4 shows the calculation results of a discrimination analysis between city visitors and

non-visitors for all days data including working days and holidays by use ofa qualification theory
model. Here, the number of non-visitors is 30. But the family parhers of 24 respondents of them
are observed to visit city. The most sigrificant variable is age. It is seen that younger people tend to
be city visiton rvhile old people do oot. The value ofthe range for location is about one fourth of
that for age, It is less sigrifcant than age. The value is about the same as that of the variable of
living with old people or maldfemale classification It is not easy to explain ttre cffect of location
because the category score value is not in order ofdisance. On the contary, the effects ofottrer
variables are reasonable. Femaies tends to be city visitors, people who have their own cars do,
people living without children or old people do. Table 5 strows the calculation result of a

discrimination analysis between city visitors and non-visitors for holidays. The most significant
variable is age as well. The value ofrange for location is the second largest in this case but it is still
less than half of that for age. It is remarkable that the category score value of location is largest at
Omogo and smallest at Yanadani in both tables 4 and 5.
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Table 4. Result of a discrimination analysis, city visiton vs. non-visitors, on all days.

Table 5. Result of a discrimination analysis, city visitors vs. non-visitors, on holidays.

rtem category frequency score rEmge Partial corelation
gender male 92 -0.13591 0.33758 0.07028

femaie 62 0.2a167
age -29 4s 0.89564 2.32869 0.33766

30-39 40 0.43663
40-49 44 -0.49870
50- a( -1.43305

free access to car yes 137 0.07024 0.63Os 0.08787
no 17 -0.56601

live with children yes 59 0.12240 0.t9842 0.04163
no 95 -0.07602

live with old yes Z) -0.32419 0.38111 0.05828
no 131 0.0s692

location Kuma t3 0.0s401 1.05562 0.13552
Mikarva 31 -0.21306
Yanadani 24 -0.49568

Omogo 26 0.55994
constznt non-visitor 36 -0.73752

visitor 118 0.22501
Correlation ratio 0.16595

Table 6 shows the number of city visitors on working days. Most of them also visit the city on
hoiidays. The rate of city visitors on working days to the whole respondents by municipality is

item category frequency score range Partial corelation
gender male 95 -0.22641 0.57332 0.1348s

female 62 0.34691
-29 45 0.62568 2.39814 0.38304

30-39 4t 0.6i968
4049 45 -0.16619
50- 26 1.77246

free access to car yes 140 0.04872 0.44996 0.07033
no t7 -0.40124

live with children yes 61 -0.1 8888 0.30890 0.07154
no 96 0.12002

live with old Yes 25 -0.6t042 0.72603 0.12990
no IIZ 0.1 1561

locadon Kuma 74 -0.01349 0.66639 0.t4224
Mikawa 3l 0.14320
Yanadani 24 -0.42500
Omogo 28 0.24140

constant non-\,rsrtor 30 - 0.93031
visitor r27 0.2t976

Correiation ratio 0.20445
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0.243 for Kuma, 0.161 for Mikaw4 0.083 for Yanadani and 0.214 for Omogo. The rank order is
identical to that of holidays. Table 7 strows the calculation result of a discrimination analysis of city
visitors on the working days. Here, the employee respondents who visit on working days including
visiton on only working days are discriminated from those who visit on holidays but do not on

working days. Here, the variable, which indicates whether they Iive with old people or not is
rejected because the result with the variable showed the wrong sigr on the variable. Age is the most
significant variable as well in this case. However, the category score value is not necessarily in
order of age. Then the sigrificant level of age looks a little weaker compared to the former results.

On the contary, the range of category score for location is relatively larger compared to that for
age. The value ofrange for location is about 70% of+kat for age. The rank ofcategory score is in
the order of Kum4 Omogo, Mikawa and Yanadani. The result shows that employees in Kuma are

most likely to visit the city. It is reasonable and the rank order corresponds to that of distance from
Matsuyarna city, except Omogo. Thus, the location variable is more significant in travel behavior
analysis on working days compared to the results on holidays.

Table 6. The number of city visitors on working days.

on both holidays on only total

and working days working days

Kuma 14 4 18

Mikawa 4 I 5

Yanadani 2 0 2

Omogo 6 0 6

total 26 5 31

TableT. Result of a discrimination analysis, city visitors on working days vs. city visitors on

holidays but non-visitors on working days.

item category fircquency score rzurge Partial corelation

Pender male 72 -0. 1 8591 0.42928 0.0s9s2

female 55 0.24337

age -29 43 -0.881t7 r.71322 0.19462
30-39 37 0.83206

40-49 34 -0.08223

50- l3 0.76152

free access to car yes 115 -0.0s39s 0.57102 0.04679
no 12 0.51706

live with children yes 49 0.36295 0.59095 0.07655

no 78 -0.22801

location Kuma 63 -0.30768 1.22335 0.11189

Mikawa 25 0.25944
Yanadani 16 0.91567

Omogo 23 -0.07622

constant non-vtsltor 96 -0.48367

visitoi 31 0.1 5619

conelation ratio 0.07544
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4. Conclusion

Recently nral road investrnents have often been criticized as being too inefficie,r:t in Japan. On the

contary, residents and local govemments in rual areas argue that road networks are an

indispensable infasfucture for thern, but they sti[ remain in poorer conditions compared to urban

road networks. However, their opinions sound vague in opposition to the logical cost benefit

analysis. To discuss the effi.ciency and equity problem of road investment in rural areas the effects

generated by them should be examined carefirlly. We need correct knowledge of rural residents'

travel behavior to do so. Nevertheless there have been few shrdies about it so far.

In this paper we discussed uavel behavior ofrural residents, particularly the eity visit behavior of
their discretionary tips. A simple conceptual model is proposed. It is found that the times of city

visit depends on individual preference rather than distance between tre city and the village on

holidays and on both individual ,preference and the disanc€ on working days by a numerical

simulation.

Acttral investigation is executed by t'wo tavel diary surveys for 240 persons and for weeklong

consecutive days in a mountain area of Shikolar Island, Japan Most of respondents are local

govemment employees and their family parrren, They are younger compared to the age

distibution of the whole population in the area and their preference is expected to be similar to that

of urban residents. The investigation results support the expectation by the facts that 940/o of
households visit Matsuyam4 consuming more than two hours drive in a round fip, at least once a

week to get better goods or services, and their averzlge number of tips is close to that of urban

residents. Discrimination analyses between city visitors and those who rernain in the village

suggest tlnt age is the most signifcail variable. The effect of the location variable is much weaker

than that ofage on city visit behavior on holidays but the degree is a slightly moderated on working

days.

However, these characteristics are not necessarily stongly supposed. We should examine their city

visit behavior more thoroughly and improve the analysis to develop a projection modei.

Particularly, the relatiorships between the service levels of facilities located in the mountain area

and residents' city visit behavior have to b€ studied in the near future. We should also gmsp *re

total characteristics oftheir travel behavior, including tips to destinations inside the mountain area.
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